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Editors’Note: This article is an adapted version of a blog post

published on the Scholarly Kitchen.

Under open access (OA), the public has immediate access

to scholarly output free of charge. In the case of author-pays

Gold OA, publishers charge scholars at acceptance for

publishing the results of their research. Gold OA turns the

traditional library subscription business model by 180 de-

grees, from a consumer-paid to a supplier-paid model.

Funding agencies, governments, universities, and the pub-

lishing industry are exploring ways to change scholarly

publishing to OA; for example, Plan S “requires that, from

2021, scientific publications that result from research funded

by public grants must be published in compliant Open Ac-

cess journals or platforms”.1

The costs paid by authors under OA are called article

processing charges (APCs). These APCs vary widely

across journals, which cannot only be explained by vari-

ation in actual costs; market power plays a role there as

well.2 However, the term processing charge is somewhat

misleading, as authors who submit a paper that gets

rejected in whatever phase of the process do not have to

pay. In other words, rejected articles do not contribute to

covering their processing costs. The current pricing model

is analogous to a university invoicing all graduating stu-

dents for both the costs of their study program and the

tuition fees of their peers who dropped out along the way.

That hypothetical situationwould strikemost as unfair, and

we would like to argue here that the current APC model is

equally unfair.

The Current APC Model

What isprocessing in this context?Thepublishingprocess can

be broken down into three stages a paper can go through:

1. it starts with the submission and desk review;

2. (in case of a positive outcome) peer reviews; and

3. (if peer review was also successful, potentially after

revision) further editing and publication.

Each of the stages involves editorial office staff salaries and

overheads, as well as costs associated with the technologies

and systems employed. There are also other costs involved

for the publisher (see Van Noorden3). These costs, of course,

need to be covered as well, but for reasons of clarity and

simplicity, we do not specify them here.

Many discussions have already taken place about how

APCs might lead to increased pressure on editors to accept

lower quality articles to improve profits.Wewant to propose

an alternative to the current application of APCs that ben-

efits everyone in the scholarly publishing chain.

A high proportion of draftedmanuscripts are never published

andwill dropout somewhere in thepublishingprocess (e.g., only

39% of observational studies with safety outcome[s] registered

on ClinicalTrials.govwere published at least 30months after the

study completion4). Research by Michael Kovanis and

colleagues5 indicated that 15% of publications result from

the first submission, 47% from the second submission,

and 20% from the third submission. Many authors are

using (or abusing?) the peer-review system repeatedly

without paying for any of the associated processing

costs. For now, most of these costs are paid by journal

subscribers, but in an OA world, the costs would be

covered by authorswho do successfully publish in a given

journal. This arrangement penalizes authors who care-

fully choose where to submit their work while benefitting

those who employ a more scattershot approach. Authors

may even be advised to use journal peer review in place of

soliciting feedback from colleagues or carefully crafting

the manuscript prior to submission.6
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A Better APC Model

If we look at the added value of the work done by the

publisher in each phase of the publishing process, we see

ways to distribute the publishing costs more fairly.

One approach is to split the APC into a submission and a

publication fee,7-10 which addresses the unfairness of

charging authors of published articles for the costs gener-

ated by rejected manuscripts. Here, we propose a further

disentangling of these costs by adding a peer-review fee.

An example: Assume a journal publishes 100 articles, and the

current APC needed to cover costs isV2,000 (total revenue of

V200,000). Let us further assume that thedesk rejection rate is

1/3 and the acceptance rate (after initial desk review) is 15%

(i.e., the overall acceptance rate is 67% × 15%5 10%). A total of

1,000 papers have been submitted. To earn the same level of

revenue, the publisher can charge a submission fee of V75 to

all 1,000 submitting authors (5 V75,000); V150 for reviewing

to the 670 authors whose articles were not desk rejected

(5 V100,500) and another V250 to the 100 authors whose

work was accepted for publication (5 V25,000). In this situ-

ation, the researcher needs to pay in total V475 if the article is

published(seeFigure 1), a fractionof theV2,000APCunder the

currentmodel, but the total revenue to the journal is still around

V200,000. Transaction costs on the side of the publishers will

increase under this newmodel, becausemore invoices need to

be sent out and handled. However, even if those costs are

charged to authors as well, the total costs for one published

articlewill still besignificantly lower than in thecurrent situation.

Moreover, this adaptedAPCmodel canhelp toavoid free-riding

and aiming unrealistically high as a researcherwhen choosing a

journal.

We know from our personal experiences as librarians that

scholars only look for a budget to cover the APC once their

manuscript has been accepted for publication. For high

APCs, they can often feel somewhat reluctant to ask their

supervisor, principal investigator, or the library how to cover

the costs. In the APC model that we propose, these scholars

would have to arrange a budget at the beginning of the

submission phase. Having this discussion early on in the

research process and include article processing costs in

the research plan and budget takes some of the pressure

off. Moreover, it can be seen as expectation management,

because the party providing the budget knows that more

costs are to be expected if and when the manuscript gets

accepted.

Journals that have experimented with submission fees

before found that submission numbers went down signifi-

cantly (33.5% in the case reported by Nwachukwu et al11)

when introducing a submission fee. A decreased number of

submissions offers the benefit of reduced costs—less time

and effort spent on review aswell as lower usage of the often

costly technologies involved. Amounts charged for various

fees can be reduced to reflect these reduced costs.

It is not clear whether such a decrease in submissions

would happen in a situation where the submission fee is

introduced by an OA journal that is currently using a

traditional OA payment system with an APC. In that sit-

uation the introduction of the submission fee would lead

to a substantial reduction in charges paid for a published

article, which may attract more authors, offsetting any

decrease caused by the submission fee. The lower costs

can strengthen a journal’s competitive position as com-

pared to other journals in the field. If a reduction in the

number of submissions is still observed, however, the

finding of Nwachukwu and colleagues11 that there was no

change in the characteristics of submitted manuscripts is

essential to take into account. If that is the case, the as-

sumption that 1,000 submissions are needed for 100

publications remains unchanged.

New Perspectives

A shift from publication-based charging to process-based

charging may lead to better allocation of scholarly com-

munication costs, lower charges per published article, and

probably also a better consideration about the choice

whether to seek publication and in which journal. The time

seems ripe to introduce a new APC model of this type now

that the Plan S requirement for authors to publish OA has

arrived and more and more journals are flipping to an OA

model. The proposed change in the APCmodel is also in line

with the change in recognition and rewarding of researchers,

leavingmore room for journal choices basedon factors other

than a journal’s Impact Factor. Moreover, Coalition S is

Figure 1. Example of fee structure designed to share processing and
review costs more equitably.
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seekingpricing transparency for authors,12 andour proposed

structure offers precisely that.

Looking at the stakeholders that are involved in scholarly

communication, there is much to gain by changing the way

scholarly communication is priced. The benefits for re-

searchers are both transparency in the prices of delivered

services by a publisher and lower costs per published ar-

ticle. Moreover, a researcher is triggered by the new APC

model to make risk assessments and decide where to

submit their manuscript: will it still be in that high Impact

Factor journal with a long lead time and a small chance of

being published? Orwill more transparency and a change in

the pricing model lead to less focus on Impact Factors,

making other criteria more critical when choosing an out-

let? If so, this might help to shorten the time between first

submission and publication, and reduce the hidden costs of

rejection and the pressure on both the publishing and the

peer-review process (in the example, assuming two re-

viewers per article, over 1,300 reviews need to be com-

pleted to end up with 100 published articles), leaving time

for other important tasks.

Of course, we cannot ignore the fact that a potential

roadblock in the transition to a new APC model is that

journals might be less likely to introduce submission and

peer-review fees if their competitors do not charge such

fees. However, when the total article processing costs are

taken into account, introducing these fees might be ben-

eficial for a journal’s competitiveness as it enables authors

to publish OA at a lower price without sacrificing quality.

Because the literature on the introduction of submission

fees is not (yet) based on OA journals, we cannot predict

which of the two scenarios is more likely to happen: a de-

cline in the number of submitted manuscripts or a stabili-

zation or increase because of the lower total APC costs

ahead. Tim Vines suggested to let authors choose between

the new APC model (including a submission fee), or not

paying a submission fee but paying a (higher) APC at ac-

ceptance of the paper.10 This suggested approach is not

only a right solution for the transitional phase to the new

APC model, it can also provide valuable insights into the

effects of introducing a submission fee for an OA journal.

We invite editors ofOA journals to take the plunge and offer

authors the choice between the traditional APC at accep-

tance or our three-step APC model.

To us, changing the APC model now seems a much

better idea than to wait until that ship has sailed and we

end up in an OA world with undesirably high publication

(as opposed to processing) charges. If you agree, join us

in getting this message across to funders so they can

publicly voice their support, and to publishers to help

persuade them of the enormous benefits of transparency

and fair pricing.
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Call for Submissions
Are you a fan of EON? Do you have an idea for an article, column, or special section? Contact our editorial office today to

share your suggestion or for more information on submitting a manuscript.

Call for Volunteers

Volunteers Needed for Strategic Plan Implementation

The following ISMTE committees are in need of volunteers in 2021:

• Sponsorship Committee

• Website Committee

• Webinar Committee

• Marketing and Social Media Committee

• Asia Pacific Conference Committee

If you are interested in sharing your time and talent with ISMTE please sign up via the ISMTE Volunteer Form.

The ISMTE Board of Directors decided to have a single strategic focus for 2021—to increase engagement by editorial

office professionalswith ISMTEby 1,000 registrations. This goal can be achieved through attendance atwebinars, virtual

local groups, and conferences, among other events. We welcome your help with reaching this goal by becoming a

member of an ISMTE committee. A broad range of opportunities with varying requirements of time and expertise are

available. By being a member of a committee, you can help drive new programs, products, and services that benefit the

profession and serve the greater community of scholarly publishing professionals. You’ll also have opportunities for

interaction with other editorial office professionals and enjoy personal and professional growth.
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